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Abstract— Multi-robot systems require efficient and accurate
planning in order to perform mission-critical tasks. However,
algorithms that find the optimal solution are usually computa-
tionally expensive and may require a large number of messages
between the robots as the robots need to be aware of the
global spatiotemporal information. In this paper, we introduce
an emergent task allocation approach for mobile robots. Each
robot uses only the information obtained from its immediate
neighbors in its decision. Our technique is general enough to be
applicable to any task allocation scheme as long as a utilization
criteria is given. We demonstrate that our approach performs
similar to the integer linear programming technique which finds
the global optimal solution at the fraction of its cost. The
tasks we are interested in are detecting and controlling multiple
regions of interest in an unknown environment in the presence
of obstacles and intrinsic constraints. The objective function
contains four basic requirements of a multi-robot system serving
this purpose: control regions of interest, provide communication
between robots, control maximum area and detect regions of interest.
Our solution determines optimal locations of the robots to
maximize the objective function for small problem instances while
efficiently satisfying some constraints such as avoiding obstacles
and staying within the speed capabilities of the robots, and
finds an approximation to global optimal solution by correlating
solutions of small problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Several real life scenarios, such as fire fighting, search
and rescue, surveillance, etc., need multiple mobile robot
coordination and task allocation. Such scenarios generally
include distinct regions of interest that require the attention of
some robots. If the locations of these regions are not known,
the mobile robots need to explore the environment to find
them. In this paper, we propose a solution to the problem
of detecting and controlling multiple regions of interest in
an unknown environment using multiple mobile robots. In
our system, we assume a bounded environment that is to
be controlled by a group of heterogeneous robots. In this
environment, there are regions of interest which need to be
tracked. These regions are dynamic, i.e. they can appear at any
point, anytime and can move, spread or disappear. Each region
may require more than one robot to track and control. Robots
do not have initial information about the environment, and the
environment is only partially-observable by the robots. Each
robot has wireless communication capability, but its range is
not uniform. Two robots can communicate between each other
only if both of them are in the communication range of each
other. They can have different speed limits and are equipped
with the sensors to identify the obstacles and the regions of
interest if they are within robots’ sensing range. Sensor ranges
on these robots are not necessarily uniform. The environment
can have static or dynamic obstacles, and the robots need to
avoid them in order to perform their tasks.
We propose an emergent solution to the task allocation
problem for heterogeneous robots. The tasks we are interested
in are: (i) covering all regions of interest, (ii) providing
communication between as many robots as possible, (iii)
controlling maximum total surface by all the robots, (iv)
exploring new regions. Our objective is to maximize these
items while satisfying the constraints such as avoiding the
obstacles or moving within the speed capabilities of individual
robots. Additional constraints we are considering are the com-
munication between two robots (which exists only if either two
robots are in the communication range of each other or there
is a route between them through other robots satisfying the
communication constraints), and, the sensing of the obstacles
and regions of interest when they are within the robots’ sensor
range. Our approach is general enough to be easily adapted to
additional constraints and objectives, making it customizable
for various mobile robot problems.
Several linear programming based solutions have been
proposed for mobile robot task allocation problem. Although
these proposals are generally successful in finding the optimal
solution, they usually require collecting information about all
robots and regions of interest, and processing this information
at a central location. As a result, these approaches can be
infeasible in terms of the computation time and communica-
tion cost for large groups. In order to provide scalability and
efficiency, we are proposing an emergent approach. In this
approach, each robot solves a partial problem based on its
observations, then exchanges information (such as intentions
and directives) with the robots in the communication range to
maintain coordination. The system is fully distributed which
allows this technique to be applied to any number of robots
with computation and communication cost limited by constant
parameters which can be defined according to the application
requirements. We experimentally show that this approach gives
results comparable to global optimal solution, and performs
hundreds of times faster with little communication cost.
Since we use mixed integer linear programming for the
solution of the partial problems, our contributions also include
a customizable multi-robot task allocation solver which can
be used to find global optimal solution under the given
constraints. In contrast to other linear programming solutions,
we also present an efficient way to check obstacle collisions.
While we are concentrated on mobile robots, our solution
is applicable to other distributed task allocation problem as
long as a function to evaluate the goodness of the solution
is defined. We present the details of the mixed integer lin-
ear programming solution with the description of constraints
and variables and extensions that show the flexibility of the
approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section gives a summary of the related research and brief
comparison to our approach when it is applicable. Section III
gives problem definition and describes the basic variables.
Section IV describes our mixed integer linear programming
solution, and Section V explains the emergent behavior task
allocation approach. We present simulation results in Sec-
tion VI, extensions in Section VII and Section VIII concludes
our paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Multi-robot task allocation has been studied extensively be-
cause of the importance of application areas. One quite popular
approach to this problem is utilizing negotiation or auction
based mechanisms. In this approach, each distributed agent
computes a cost for completing a task, and broadcasts the bid
for that task. Auctioneer agent decides the best available bid,
and winning bidder attempts to perform this task. Following
the contract-net protocol [1], several variations of this method
has been proposed [2]–[6]. Another important approach
is using behaviour based architecture. ALLIANCE [7] is
a behavior-based architecture where robots use motivational
behaviors such as robot impatience and robot acquiescence.
These behaviors motivate robots to perform tasks that cannot
be done by other robots, and give up the tasks they cannot
perform efficiently. BLE [8] is another behavior-based ar-
chitecture which uses continous monitoring of tasks among
robots and best fit robot is assigned to each task. A detailed
analysis and comparison of these methods can be found at
[9], [10]. These methods propose distributed algorithms where
resource allocation is an approximation to the global optimum.
The main difference between these methods and our approach
is that we are using a formulation that can provide global
optimum solution when information propagation is not limited.
However, instead of finding the global optimal solution using
all the information which has high computation and com-
munication cost, we distribute computation and information
processing among robots and reach an approximation to the
global optimal solution through iteration.
Task allocation problem is also studied in the context of
cooperation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). Several
methods are proposed for search and attack missions of UAVs
[11]–[19]. Our method is similar to the methods proposed
in [12], [13], [16], [19], since these methods are also using
mixed-integer linear programming task allocation. However,
in these papers, the problem is defined as minimizing mission
completion time while UAVs visiting predetermined waypoints
and avoiding no-fly zones. The solution to this problem
is formulated as finding all possible combinations of task
allocations, and choosing the best combination. This definition
of task allocation is actually quite different than our problem
definition. Our aim is to explore environment, find regions
of interest, and assign tasks optimally obeying the constraints
imposed at that moment. In other words, we are finding a
solution in real-time, instead of finding an initial plan and
executing it.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In our problem definition, there are regions of interest we
want robots to explore and cover. In the rest of the paper,
we will call these regions “targets”. Since larger areas can be
represented with multiple points, without loss of generality,
we assume targets are represented as points in planar space. A
target is assumed to be covered if there are enough robots that
have the target in their sensing range. The number of robots
required to cover a target varies for each target. We assume
the future locations of known targets after a time period can
be predicted. Our primary purpose is to find locations of
robots in order to cover as many targets as possible using the
estimated locations of targets. While covering all the targets, it
is also desirable to provide communication between as many
robots as possible because this will allow robots to exchange
the information about the environment and the targets. In
a centralized approach, this also leads to a better solution
since the solver will be aware of more information. It is also
preferable that robots need to cover as much area as possible in
addition to covering targets to increase the chances of detecting
other undiscovered targets. Similarly, in order to discover new
targets and avoid waiting at the same location when no targets
are being tracked, the robots are expected to explore new
regions.
We define the state of the system as current locations of
targets, number of robots needed to cover a target, current
positions of the robots, positions of the obstacles, previously
explored regions, and each robot’s speed, communication
range and sensing range. The output of our algorithm is the
optimal locations of the robots for the next state of the system
after a brief period of time. Please note that, we assume we
can predict the location of the targets at the next step. There
are approaches for motion prediction that can be used for this
purpose [20]. We also assume that there are no sensor or
odometry errors, however implementation of our method on
real robots can introduce these errors. The method we think
to handle noisy measurements, sensor errors and mechanical
errors like slippage or odometry errors must take the advantage
of communication with the nearby robots. We believe our
approach promotes the robots to stay in the contact as much
as possible and make it possible to share as much sensor
information as possible. In this respect, the multi-robot SLAM
algorithms would be very useful. For example, if the initial
robot positions are known, they can utilize the techniques
suggested in [21], or if the initial robot positions are not
known, they can utilize the techniques suggested in [22] and
[23]. An alternative approach is to utilize triangulation to find
the locations of the robots as suggested for millibots in [24].
A. Variables
Our planning is for the next state, so all variables take values
according to next state unless stated otherwise. Variables in
our linear program formulation can be listed as the following
(note that “[r]” represents a real, “[i]” represents an integer,
and “[b]” represents a binary variable):
• (rxi , r
y
i ) [r]: final position of robot i.
• distanceRTij [r]: distance between robot i and target j.
• distanceRRij [r]: distance between robots i and j.
• movementi [r]: distance between between initial (current
state) and final (next state) positions of robot i.
• coveragej [b]: indicates whether a target is covered.
• communicationij [b]: indicates whether a communica-
tion link between robots i and j exists.
• areaij [b]: specifies whether sensing ranges of robots i
and j overlap.
• explorationij [b]: indicates whether the robot i will be
inside the explored region j.
• proximityij [b]: shows if robot i can sense target j.
• bhxij , bh
y
ij , bl
x
ij , bl
y
ij [b]: represents whether there is a
possible path between initial (current state) and final (next
state) positions of the robot i not blocked by obstacle j.
• mpxi , mn
x
i , mp
y
i , mn
y
i [r]: used in finding an alternative
path of robot i to avoid obstacles in the straightforward
path.
• iehxij , ieh
y
ij , iel
x
ij , iel
y
ij [b]: used for finding position of
the robot i with respect to explored region j.
Besides these, there are constants used in specifying objec-
tive function and contraints:
• (irxi , ir
y
i ) [r]: initial position of robot i at the current state.
• (txj , t
y
j ) [r]: estimated position of target j at the next state.
• coverageRequirementj [i]: number of robots needed to
cover target j.
• sensingRangei [r]: range of sensors on robot i.
• robotSpeedi [r]: speed of robot i, defined as the number
of unit steps it can go by moving in x-axis or y-axis at
each step.
• timeStep [r]: time range during which this planning
takes place.
• commRangei [r]: communication range of robot i.
• (ohxj , oh
y
j ), (ol
x
j , ol
y
j ) [r]: upper right and lower left
corners of obstacle j, respectively.
• (ehxj , eh
y
j ), (el
x
j , el
y
j ) [r]: upper right and lower left
corners of explored region j, respectively.
IV. MIXED INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING FOR TASK
ALLOCATION
Although our main contribution is the emergent task allo-
cation, we first would like to show that how a centralized
approach can be utilized to find the optimal placement of the
robots after a defined time period. In the next section, we will
show how individual robots can use the same approach to solve
their partial problems to achieve emergent task allocation.
Our centralized approach utilizes a mixed integer linear
program. Either a designated robot runs the solver or each
robot in a group executes the same solver with the same data
to find its placement. A group consists of the robots that are
in the communication range of each other, hence states and
observations of all the robots are known to the solver(s). If
there are multiple groups of robots that cannot communicate
with each other, each group will have its own task allocation
based on its world view. If two groups merge, they can share
their knowledge. The program runs periodically to find the
best placements for each robot. It also runs if a new event
happens, such as the discovery of an obstacle or a target. The
linear program should satisfy some constraints: (i) an evaluated
location is not acceptable if the robot cannot reach there either
because of its speed limits or because of an obstacle, (ii)
two robots cannot communicate if one of them is outside the
communication range of the other, (iii) an obstacle or target is
detectable only if it is within the sensing range of the robot.
Our goal is then to maximize the number of targets tracked,
the number of robots that can communicate with each other,
the area of the environment covered by the robot sensors,
and the area of the environment that was explored. In the
next subsections, we will first define the basic functions and
constraints. Then, we will discuss different objective functions
and constraints. Finally, we will show our overall optimization
criterion and we will discuss the complexity.
A. Basic Functions
Distance between robots and targets: 1
distanceRTij = |r
x
i − t
x
j |+ |r
y
i − t
y
j | (1)
for each target j and each robot i.
Distance between robots: 1
distanceRRij = |r
x
i − r
x
j |+ |r
y
i − r
y
j | (2)
for each robot pair i and j.
Movement of robots: (i.e., the distance between initial and
goal positions) 1
movementi = |r
x
i − ir
x
j |+ |r
y
i − ir
y
j | (3)
for each robot i.
B. Basic Constraints
Robots have limited speed, so their final position should not
be beyond their reaching limit:
movementi ≤ timeStep ∗ robotSpeedi (4)
for each robot i. Note that, as we will see next, we also
consider detours if there is an obstacle on the direct path.
1In order to satify the linear properties, we use manhattan distance. See the
appendix for linear modelling of absolute value function.
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Fig. 1. SR stands for sensing range, and CR stands for communication range (a) A target is covered when it is in sensing range of some
robots, where number of robots is determined according to the requirements of the target. Robots R1 and R2 cover T1, while R3 covers
T3. T2 is not covered. (b) Two robots can communicate if both robots are in communication range of each other. R2 can communicate with
R1 and R3, and works as a hub between R1 and R3 which cannot communicate directly. (c) Maximum area coverage is obtained if sensing
range of robots do not overlap. In the figure, sensing regions of robots barely touch each other (d) Robots mark regions they explored before,
and move towards unexplored regions. R1 and R2 move upward toward unexplored region after marking dark (blue) region as explored
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Fig. 2. An example obstacle avoidance for robot ri. Values of mpx,
mpy , mnx and mny are arranged to verify that an alternative and
feasible path exists. Dashed line shows straightforward path, straight
line shows updated path.
C. Obstacle Avoidance
In our system, we assume there are only rectangular shaped
obstacles for the sake of simplicity of defining linear equations.
However, more general shaped obstacles can be represented as
rectangular meshes. When considering obstacles, we are not
finding a path to avoid them, but we are finding whether or not
it is possible to avoid them with the robot speed and timestep
as the constraints. As it is mentioned before, output of the
linear program is the final positions of the robots. When com-
puting these positions, we utilize Manhattan paths to identify
if there is a way for a robot to avoid an obstacle. As long as
there is a Manhattan path that bypasses the obstacle and has
a length that is possible for the robot to traverse under the
given speed constraints, we consider the final position of the
robot as a feasible configuration. Otherwise, that configuration
is eliminated. Please note that once a position is selected, more
advanced navigation algorithms can be utilized to find more
efficient paths. The alternative approach, i.e., finding exact
path, requires finding intermediate states of the system at a fine
resolution which increases complexity drastically. Please note
we are not aware of any other linear programming approaches
that address navigation problem.
bhxij = 0, where ir
x
i + mp
x
i ≥ oh
x
j (5)
bh
y
ij = 0, where ir
y
i + mp
y
i ≥ oh
y
j
blxij = 0, where ir
x
i −mn
x
i ≤ ol
x
j
bl
y
ij = 0, where ir
y
i −mn
y
i ≤ ol
y
j
mpxi + mp
y
i + mn
x
i + mn
y
i ≤ timeStep ∗ robotSpeedi
rxi − ir
x
i = mp
x
i −mn
x
i
r
y
i − ir
y
i = mp
y
i −mn
y
i
Obstacle is not avoidable if ;
bhxij = 1 and bl
x
ij = 1 and bh
y
ij = 0 and bl
y
ij = 0
bh
y
ij = 1 and bl
y
ij = 1 and bh
x
ij = 0 and bl
x
ij = 0
for each robot i and obstacle j. In the formulation above,
first, some alternative initial and goal positions are found.
Next, the feasibility of such an alternative path is evaluated
(i.e., reaching the alternative initial position from the original
initial position, reaching the alternative goal position using
Manhattan path and reaching the original goal position from
the alternative goal position must be within the speed limits of
the robot). The variables mpx, mpy , mnx and mny represent
the offsets that will generate alternative placements of the
initial and final positions. Their usage is represented in Fig. 2.
In this figure, offsetting is required in y − axis, which is
done by arranging the values of mpy and mny . There is no
change made in x− axis, so mpx shows the correct distance
in x − axis while mnx is 0. Variables bhxij , blxij and bh
y
ij ,
bl
y
ij indicate location of obstacle j with respect to the offset
initial and final positions of robot i. If both bhxij and blxij are
1, this means that obstacle j is between the offset initial and
final positions of robot i on x−axis. In that case, if both bhyij
and blyij are 0, then both the offset initial and final positions
of robot i are inside obstacle j on y − axis. So, there is no
manhattan path connecting initial and final positions. The same
is true with x and y axes interchanged.
D. Target Coverage
A target can be considered covered only if the number of
robots following it is greater than or equal to its coverage
requirement:
coveragej = 1, where (6)
n∑
i=1
proximityij ≥ coverageRequirementj
for each target j. 2 A robot can sense and control a target only
if its sensing range is greater than or equal to the distance
between itself and the target:
proximityij = 1, where distance
RT
ij ≤ sensingRangei
(7)
for each target j and each robot i. A sample organization of
the robots and targets is shown in Fig. 1(a). R1 and R2 are
covering target T1 and R3 is covering T3 while T2 is not
covered by any of the robots.
E. Communication
Each robot has a communication range. A robot can have a
duplex communication link to another robot only if each robot
is in the sensing range of the other one:
communicationij = 1, (8)
where distanceRRij ≤ commRangei
and distanceRRij ≤ commRangej
for each robot pair i and j. However, robots can communicate
between each other with the help of other robots. So, if two
robots cannot directly communicate with each other, but they
share a common robot both of which can communicate, we
assume that they can communicate. In other words, transitive
links are allowed in the system. It should be noted that this
condition implies communication between robots with the help
of multiple intermediate robots, i.e. one or more robots can
participate in a transitive link between two robots:
communicationij = 1, (9)
where communicationik + communicationkj = 2
for each robot i, j and k.
A communication pattern of the robots is shown in Fig. 1(b).
R2 can communicate with both R1 and R3. R1 and R3 do not
have a direct communication link, but they can communicate
with the help of R2.
F. Area Coverage
Robots have limited and constant sensing range, so the only
way to maximize area coverage is by preventing the overlap
of sensing ranges of robots:
areaij = 1, (10)
where distanceRRij ≥ sensingRangei + sensingRangej
for each robot pair i and j.
An ideal area coverage for the robots is represented in
Fig. 1(c), where robots have no overlapping sensing range.
2Please see the appendix for the proof that our optimization criterion results
in continuous target coverage of all targets, if this optimization has highest
priority.
G. Exploration
In order to explore the environment, robots need to know
places they have visited recently. We store this information as
rectangular regions defining explored areas. Then the linear
program tries to move robots into unexplored regions by
checking the final position of the robots.
iehxij = 1, where r
x
i ≥ eh
x
j (11)
ieh
y
ij = 1, where r
y
i ≥ eh
y
j
ielxij = 1, where r
x
i ≤ el
x
j
iel
y
ij = 1, where r
y
i ≤ el
y
j
Robot is not in an explored region, i.e.
explorationij = 1
where iehxij + ieh
y
ij + iel
x
ij + iel
y
ij ≥ 1
So, the program gives a final position not located in an
explored region. 3 A sample exploration scenario is shown in
Fig. 1(d). Dark (blue) region is explored in the first step, so
robots try to locate themselves outside of the explored area.
1T
R23R
R1
2T
Fig. 3. An example distribution of robots providing optimum target
coverage, communication and area coverage. Robot R1 covers target
T1 and R2 covers target T2. R3 is located to provide communication
between them, and its sensing range does not overlap with others.
Dark colored circles represent communication range, light colored
circles represent sensing range.
H. Optimization Criterion
Optimization criterion consists of four components, target
coverage, communication between robots, area covered by the
robots and the number of robots located in unexplored regions.
Target Coverage: We utilize the number of targets that are
covered, i.e.,
T =
n∑
j=1
coveragej (12)
where n=number of targets, coveragej is 1 when the number
of robots that are covering targetj is greater than the mini-
mum requirement for that target, 0 otherwise.
3Please see the appendix for the proof that given sufficient number of
robots for communication and target tracking, our algorithm will result in
the exploration of the all environment.
Communication: We utilize the number of pairs of robots
that can communicate with each other, i.e.,
C =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
communicationij (13)
where n=number of robots, communicationij is 1 when
robots i and j are within their communication range or they
can communicate with the help of other robots, 0 otherwise.
Area Coverage: We utilize the number of pairs of robots
whose sensor ranges do not intersect, i.e.,
A =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
areaij (14)
where n=number of robots, areaij is 1 when robots i and j
cover non-overlapping regions, 0 otherwise.
Exploration: We utilize the number of robots in unexplored
regions, i.e.,
E =
n∑
i=1
k∑
j=1
explorationik (15)
where n=number of robots, m=number of explored regions,
explorationik is 1 if the robot i is not in the explored region
k, 0 otherwise.
Optimization Criterion: Our objective function is weighted
sum of the above components.
maximize αT + βC + γA + δE (16)
where α, β, γ, and δ are constants defining priorities.
Figure 3 represents an optimal distribution of robots accord-
ing to this optimization criterion. Robots arrange themselves
so that they cover all targets, provide communication between
each other, and cover as much area as possible.
I. Complexity
Our formulation results in a mixed-integer linear program,
which is NP-Hard in the number of binary variables, so com-
plexity of our program is dominated by the number of binary
variables. These are coveragej for target j, proximityij for
robot i and target j, communicationij and areaij for robots
i and j, explorationij , iehxij , ieh
y
ij , iel
x
ij and iel
y
ij for robot
i and explored region j, bhxij , bh
y
ij , bl
x
ij and bl
y
ij for robot
i and obstacle j. For a problem with n targets, m robots, p
obstacles and q explored regions, there are n + nm + 2nn +
5mq + 4mp binary variables. So, complexity can be stated as
O(n + nm + n2 + mq + mp).
V. EMERGENT TASK ALLOCATION
As we have mentioned in the previous section, finding the
optimal solution is an NP-Hard problem. While it may be
possible to solve simple problems with on-board processors,
finding solution for larger networks is very expensive even for
a more powerful central server (because of both the cost of
computation and the number of messages). In order to over-
come this problem, we propose a distributed approach where
each robot in the network finds a local solution based on the in-
formation from the vicinity of the robot. This approach utilizes
the mixed integer linear program we described in Section IV.
The local vicinity of the robot contains the region covered
by the robot and its first-degree neighbors ( 1-hop away).
Each robot uses the information about targets and obstacles
that can be sensed by the robot itself and 1-hop neighbor
robots in its computation. In order to increase efficiency, we
further restrict the vicinity to k-closest robots if the number
of 1-hop neighbors is large. While this segmentation of the
problem makes the individual problems solvable by the mobile
robots, each robot is concentrated on its own problem which
is usually different than the neighboring robots. As a result,
its solution may be different from another robot’s solution. In
order to provide coordination between the neighboring robots,
the robots exchange information among the neighbors (mainly
contains intentions and/or directives) and update their local
solutions based on this information. This exchange makes the
solution of emergent task allocation comparable to that of
centralized approach. Algorithm 1 summarizes this approach.
Algorithm 1 Coordination (robot i)
1: Find a solution with local information
2: for all k-closest 1-hop neighbor j do
3: Send solution information to j
4: Receive solution information from j
5: end for
6: Update solution according to new information
7: return position(i)
Although it is possible to iterate through lines 2 − 6
several times, i.e., continuously updating the solution until it
converges to the global optimal solution 4, we are interested
in only a single exchange for efficiency purposes. Similarly, if
there is sufficient computational power on individual robots,
the size of neighborhood can be increased to include the robots
that are more hops away for obtaining better solution.
The information exchange between the robots could range
from single position information which may require a single
message between the robots to all the state information which
may require multiple messages. We have selected the follow-
ing methods for the information exchange:
A. Intentions
In the most simple approach, after finding a position that
maximizes its utility (based on the current sensor information
and neighbor information), each robot sends this location to
its neighbors as its intended location. When a robot gets
intentions from all neighbors, it assumes that these locations
are final, and computes its own location that would maximize
the utility. Note that, we still use the algorithm of Section IV,
however, other robots’ positions now become constraints of
the system. Figure 4(a) represents this approach for robot i.
4Please see the appendix for the proof that shows that as the number of
iterations increases, the solution converges to the global optimum.
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Fig. 4. Information exchange for emergent task allocation: (a) Intentions, (b) Directives, (c) Intentions and Directives, (d) Intentions,
Directives and Target Assignment. The dashed-circles connected to the neighboring robots Rk,l,m,n represent their intentions, the dashed-
circles connected to the Ri represent the directives to that robot by its neighbors.
B. Directives
In the second approach, each robot computes a location
for its neighbor, and sends this location to the neighbor as
a directive. When a robot gets location information from all
neighbors, it uses the list of locations as the potential locations,
and finds the one that gives the highest value of the objective
function using the linear program. The information transferred
for robot i is shown in Figure 4(b).
C. Intentions and Directives
In the third approach, each robot computes optimal locations
of itself and its neighbors, and sends these locations to
the neighbors. When a robot gets these locations, for each
potential location given by the neighbors, it evaluates the
utility of that directive based on the intended locations of
all neighbors. The directive that gives the highest value of
the objective function is selected as the next location for that
robot. This is represented in Figure 4(c) for robot i.
D. Intentions, Directives and Target Assignment Information
The last approach is similar to the third approach, but in
addition to the information about locations, target assignment
information is also sent to the neighbors. Target assignment
states whether or not a robot is assigned to cover a target.
This information can be used in different ways, but we use
this so that no two robots try to cover the same target, unless
that target needs to be covered by more than one robot. This
approach provides better exploration and better area coverage,
as robots can ignore a target and spread out when the target is
covered by another robot. Figure 4(d) represents this approach
for robot i.
E. Comparison to Centralized Global Optimization
Global optimization through centralized computation re-
quires all information about the environment to be collected at
one location. Assuming the central server is physically located
in the center of the network and average hop count from other
robots to the central server is p, average message count in the
system for one planning phase is O(p ∗ n), where n is the
number of robots. On the other hand, number of messages
at the emergent approach is k for each robot, where k is the
maximum number of neighbors that a robot can have. Total
number of messages in the system is O(k ∗ n) at emergent
approach. It should be noted that p is dependent on the network
size, whereas k is a constant and for practical applications
p >> k. Average delay for transmitting messages at the global
approach is O(p), whereas average delay is constant and 1 at
emergent approach when each robot communicates to only
1-hop neighbors.
Following this, ETA is expected to be much more robust be-
cause of the possible message losses in CGO, where messages
need to traverse the network in a multihop fashion. This results
in congestion which in turn results in dropped packets and/or
delay. Acknowledgment mechanism can be used but sending
the same message several times in case of previous messages
are lost would not be reasonable under a real-time scenario,
since multihop communication with low-bandwidth radios is
time consuming. However in ETA, only immediate neighbors
communicate with each other, so even if messages are lost,
neighbors can resend messages to share information. In this
case, message cost, delay and congestion is much lower.
Once all the information is collected at a central location,
the linear program can find the global optimal solution if the
problem instance is not too big for the processing capability
and the memory available. On the other hand, the solution with
emergent approach is found using limited information, so the
solution may not be optimal. However, as the information is
shared among neighbors, the quality of the solution improves
and optimal solution can be obtained if information sharing
is continued until the system reaches a stable state, which is
when all robots find the same solution.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In our simulations, we want to evaluate how well emergent
task allocation (ETA) behaves with respect to centralized
global optimization approach (CGO) using mixed integer
linear programming. For this purpose we have designed an
experimental scenario and run ETA with different information
exchange methods and CGO. Next, we will discuss the envi-
ronment, present the behaviors of individual techniques and
compare them. Since our main application is mobile sensors,
we are interested in finding how good either technique can
cover targets. For this purpose we compared the number of
targets covered by each technique as well as the solution times.
A. Environment
The environment is bounded and has size 12 × 12.
There are three rectangular obstacles, which are located at
{(0, 4), (5, 6)}, {(4, 8), (8, 10)} and {(8, 2), (10, 6)} (darkest
(dark blue) regions in Fig. 5). In the environment there are 8
robots which are located at point (0, 0), and 6 targets whose
locations are unknown initially. The targets follow predefined
paths and we assume we can predict their locations for the
next timestep, if their locations are known at the current
step. Parameters defined for robots and targets are shown at
Tables I and II, respectively. Timestep is selected to be 4, so
robots arrange themselves according to the environment which
they estimate to be in 4 steps. In the experiments, we chose
constants at the optimization criterion as α > β > γ > δ. In
other words, the linear program optimizes (1) target coverage,
(2) communication between robots, (3) area coverage and (4)
exploration from highest to lowest priority, respectively.
B. Centralized Global Optimization (CGO)
We show a sample execution of our program to highlight
the properties of the solution. Robots start exploring the envi-
ronment by moving out of the region they explored when they
were all at (0, 0). The initial explored region is the rectangle
{(0, 0), (1, 1)} because the robot with highest sensing range
can sense a region of radius 2.
Since there are no targets detected yet, and the communica-
tion constraints are satisfied, the robots try to cover as much
area as possible while obeying the movement constraints. The
new environment is shown in Fig. 6(a) where blue (darker)
areas indicate explored regions. Exploration reveals targets t1
and t2, and predicts their positions to be (0, 4) and (2, 2),
respectively. Optimal allocation is shown in Fig. 6(b). Robots
r6 and r8 cover targets, and other robots continue exploration
while staying within the communication range. Next, target
t3 is found, which requires two robots to be covered. Robots
r2, r3 and r7 continue exploration and r6 works as the com-
munication bridge while remaining robots are assigned to the
targets. Distribution of robots is shown in Fig. 6(c). Two other
targets, t4 and t5 are discovered at the next step. Moreover,
targets t1 and t2 move faster than their controller robots, r1 and
r4, which cannot catch them. However, global optimization
finds a solution to this problem by assigning the covering task
to other robots that can reach the targets (Fig. 6(d)). Target t6
is discovered at the next step. At this time, it is not possible to
cover all the targets while keeping the communication between
all robots. Since target coverage is given more importance,
robots are distributed into two independent groups. Robots r3
and r5 form one team, while others form the other team. Each
team has communication in itself, but cannot reach to the other
team. An optimal solution is found and applied for each team.
Fig. 6(e) represents result of two optimal solutions. Targets
t1 and t5 leave the environment at the next step. Team of
robots r3 and r5 has one target to follow, so while one robot
follows target, the other robot, in this case r3, which is the
faster robot, continues exploration. The other team covers all
targets, and provides communication in itself. Fig. 6(f) shows
the final state of the environment which is totally explored.
We have also experimented with the effects of eliminating
some of the components from the objective function under
the same experiment scenario. Figs. 5(b) and (c) show the
final configuration at the end of the simulation where the area
coverage and exploration components are removed from the
objective function, respectively. In both of these experiments,
not all of the targets were tracked or all environment was
explored because of the decrease in effectiveness of the
method when some functions are disabled. In Fig. 5(b) robots
stand together whenever they do not need to cover a target
or provide communication between target covering robots.
Exploration does not compensate this problem because several
robots can move to the same region, which all of them consider
as unexplored. This has a drastic effect on the explored area
and covered targets, so performance is considerably lower
than the original formulation. In this scenario, targets t4 and
t6 remain undiscovered and upper part of the environment
remains unexplored. In Fig. 5(c), performance of the system
is better, because the environment is small and maximum area
coverage helps exploration when robots are following targets.
However, robots have no motivation to move unless targets
drag them, which can leave some parts of the environment
totally unexplored. In this example, target t4 remains undis-
covered, and some region still remains unexplored although it
is smaller this time.
Our experiment shows that we can successfully assign tasks
to the robots. We can successfully cover individual targets,
keep communication distance as long as possible, provide
maximum area coverage and explore the environment.
C. Emergent Task Allocation
In this section, we present the performance of the distributed
emergent approach under the same scenario. We have run
emergent approach for each information exchange method
described in Section V with k-closest neighbors where k = 4.
Table III presents running times for each technique. It can
be seen that there is no significant difference in computation
times. On the other hand, as the amount of shared information
increase, the performance of ETA increases (see Table IV
which shows the number of targets covered at each time
step). We obtain the worst performance if we just utilize
“Intentions”, i.e., the least number of targets is covered.
The performance of the “Directives” and “Intentions and
Directives” are similar and both are better than “Intentions”
which suggests that “Directives” are more important. However,
both fail to capture all targets. This is because no target
information is shared among neighbors, so multiple robots
can assign themselves to the same target independently. Fi-
nally when the target information is distributed, we obtain
the best performance with “Intentions, Directives and Target
Assignment” where ETA can cover all the targets. Figures
7 (a) to (f) shows the behavior of ETA in this case. We
also experimented with larger networks of robots to show
scalability of the system. Figures 8 (a) to (j) and 9 (a) to (j)
TABLE I
DEFINED PARAMETERS FOR ROBOTS
r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8
Sensing Range 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1
Robot Speed 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2
Comm. Range 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
TABLE II
DEFINED PARAMETERS FOR TARGETS
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6
Cov. Requirement 1 1 2 1 1 1
shows simulation results with 20 robots - 10 targets and 30
robots - 15 targets, respectively. These experiments show that
the quality of solution is satisfactory also in large networks,
and execution time per robot stays constant irrespective of the
network size.
Please remember that we chose to exchange information
among neighbors only once for each planning phase because of
the time limitations of real world applications. However, each
update increases the performance and if updates are continued
until the system reaches a stable state, the final state will be
closer to the global optimal solution.
D. Comparison of CGO and ETA
As it is seen at Table IV, the performance of ETA with
“Intentions, Directives and Target Assignment” is similar to
CGO. On the other hand, ETA is 400 times faster than CGO.
This shows the main drawback of CGO which is the infeasible
computation time as the number of robots and targets increase
(e.g., when the number of robots is 8 and number of targets
is 6, the execution time can reach 2 hours).
VII. EXTENSIONS
Linear programming provides a powerful modelling tool.
Variations in the problem can be stated easily by modifying
objectives and constraints. We will mention a few of the
modifications that can be applied to our program. In multi-
robot systems, energy consumption is an important problem.
One way for achieving optimal energy usage is by adding
TABLE III
AVERAGE, MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM EXECUTION TIMES PER ROBOT
FOR EACH METHOD
avg. time max. time min. time
ETA w/ Int. 4 s 11 s <1 s
ETA w/ Dir. 7 s 15 s <1 s
ETA w/ Int.Dir. 7 s 16 s <1 s
ETA w/ Int.Dir.Tgt 5 s 16 s <1 s
CGO 36 min 120 min 9 min
TABLE IV
RATIO OF TARGETS COVERED BY ROBOTS FOR EACH METHOD
steps 1 2 3 4 5
ETA w/Int. 2/2 2/3 2/5 2/6 2/4
ETA w/Dir. 2/2 3/3 3/5 4/6 2/4
ETA w/Int.Dir. 2/2 3/3 3/5 4/6 2/4
ETA w/Int.Dir.Tgt 2/2 3/3 5/5 6/6 4/4
CGO 2/2 3/3 5/5 6/6 4/4
a new objective function to the optimization criterion, which
minimizes the total distance covered by all robots.
D = −
n∑
i=1
movementi (17)
where n=number of robots.
Another important energy concern is the usage of wireless
communication, which can have drastic effect on small robots.
Less power can be used for shorter range communication, so
minimizing distance between robots can reduce communica-
tion cost.
CE = −
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
distanceRRij (18)
where n=number of robots.
Initially, we assumed it is enough for targets to be in
sensing range of some robots to be considered as covered,
but application may require robots to be as close as possible
to targets.
TD = −
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
distanceRTij (19)
where n=number of robots, m=number of targets.
In the original formulation, we assumed a robot can cover
more than one target. The constraint that allows each robot to
cover a single target can also be enforced.
m∑
j=1
proximityij ≤ 1 for each robot i (20)
where m=number of targets.
Robots can have constraints imposed by non-holonomic
constraints. For example, if a robot is moving in a direction,
it may require some time for it to go into reverse direction.
This can be enforced by restricting the robot going into places
beyond its limit. Assume that the robot is moving in +y
direction, then a contraint can be:
r
y
i − ir
y
j ≥ |r
x
i − ir
x
j | ∗maneuver capability (21)
This constraint can be changed according to the current
direction and maneuver capability of the robot.
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Fig. 5. (a) Initial configuration of the environment and robots. Robots are represented as circles, and targets are represented as squares. (b)
Final configuration when area coverage is not optimized. (c) Final configuration when exploration is not optimized.
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Fig. 6. Sample execution of the Centralized Global Optimization. Robots are represented as circles, and targets are represented as squares.
Dark blue (darkest) regions are obstacles, blue (darker) regions are explored regions, and gray (light gray) regions are unexplored regions.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an emergent task allocation method to
solve the task allocation problem of multiple heterogeneous
robots for detecting and controlling multiple regions of interest
in an unknown environment under defined constraints. We
compared our results to a mixed integer linear programming
approach which finds the global optimal solution for the
given state of the robots, targets and environment. Emergent
approach guarantees that each robot in the system computes
a limited sized problem, no matter what the number of robots
or targets in the environment is. Our simulation results and
analysis show that our approach performs similar to global
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Fig. 7. Sample execution of the Emergent Task Allocation. Robots are represented as circles, and targets are represented as squares. Dark
blue (darkest) regions are obstacles, blue (darker) regions are explored regions, and gray (light gray) regions are unexplored regions.
optimal solution at the fraction of its cost (hundreds of times
faster). We are planning to implement this approach to in-
network task allocation for sensor networks.
APPENDIX
Absolute value function is not a linear function. However, it
is possible to model it using linear constraints. One common
way for doing this is defining two extra variables.
x = x+ − x− and |x| = x+ + x−
where x+ ≥ 0 and x− ≥ 0
minimize |x|
This formulation gives |x| as the absolute value of x. In our
program, we did not need to use minimization step because
exact values of variables are not important as long as those
values are below some constant.
Theorem 1: Robots cover all targets as long as targets move
slower than robots if target coverage has the highest priority.
Proof: A target tj is detected when it is in sensing
range of a robot ri. In other words, distance(rti , ttj) ≤
sensingRangei, where rti is the position of robot ri, and ttj is
the position of target tj at time step t. Our assumption requires
that robot speed is greater than or equal to the target speed,
so at time step t+1, distance(rt+1i , rti) ≥ distance(t
t+1
j , t
t
j).
The highest priority is given to target coverage in linear
program formulation, so robot ri will be assigned to cover
tj unless other robots cover it. Target tj can move furthest
if it moves on the line connecting ri and tj , in the opposite
direction of robot. In that case,
distance(rt+1i , t
t+1
j ) =
distance(tt+1j , t
t
j) + distance(r
t
i , t
t
j)− distance(r
t+1
i , r
t
i) ≤
distance(rt+1i , r
t
i) + distance(r
t
i , t
t
j)− distance(r
t+1
i , r
t
i) =
distance(rti , t
t
j) ≤ sensingRangei.
Theorem 2: Robots explore a bounded environment in finite
time if there are more mobile robots than needed to cover
targets and provide communication between covering robots,
and there is a Manhattan path between any two points of the
environment so that every point is reachable by the robots.
Proof: Assume that there are k mobile robots which are
not assigned for covering targets or providing communication
in a bounded environment of size w ∗h, where w is the width
and h is the height of the environment. Each of these robots
has sensing range and speed which are greater than 0. Assume
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Fig. 8. Sample execution of the Emergent Task Allocation with 20 robots and 10 targets. Robots are represented as circles, and targets are
represented as squares. Dark blue (darkest) regions are obstacles, blue (darker) regions are explored regions, and gray (light gray) regions
are unexplored regions.
each of them has uniform sensing range r and speed s. These
robots can be located inside the explored region, or on the
border between explored and unexplored regions. If they are
located inside explored region, they can move to unexplored
region in at most (w+h)
s
timesteps. The linear program locates
them in unexplored region at each step if robots can reach
unexplored regions, exploring a region of size at least r. Since
the environment is bounded of size w ∗ h, environment will
be totally explored in (w+h)
s
+ (w∗h)
r
.
A. Convergence
Definitions: The robots that can communicate with each
other directly or through other robots form a ”group”. Re-
member from Section IV that CGO is executed for all robots
in a group. A solution found by robot ri is Si. The state
information the robot collected by its sensors is represented by
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Fig. 9. Sample execution of the Emergent Task Allocation with 30 robots and 15 targets. Robots are represented as circles, and targets are
represented as squares. Dark blue (darkest) regions are obstacles, blue (darker) regions are explored regions, and gray (light gray) regions
are unexplored regions.
Ii. A robot has an awareness set Ai where the robot knows the
state information of the robot in its awareness set. The solution
is a function F of the state information of the robot i, as well
as other robots, ri is aware of, i.e., Si = F (Ii ∪
⋃
j∈Ai
Ij).
We call the solutions Si and Sj same if the placements of ri
and rj are consistent on both solutions. We define consistency
as performing the same function, i.e. contributing the same
value to the utility function, so positions need not be exactly
the same in order to be consistent.
Assumptions: We assume all state information is shared
among neighbors. This information may also contain the state
information from awareness set of the neighbors. For each
decision cycle, the robots do not move until a decision made.
During this time, the robots iterate over the decision.
Lemma 1: The solution found by emergent approach gives
the same utility value as that of the global solution if all 1-
hop neighbor robots agree on the same solution where the
communication distance of a robot is greater than or equal to
the maximum distance of the robot can travel in one planning
phase.
Proof: Assume that the neighboring robots agree on
solution, but this solution gives a utility value smaller than
the optimal solution. Then, there is at least one robot in
the network which is located a position which is suboptimal.
However, since all possible positions of the robot is evaluated
by itself and its neighbors, which results from the assumption
when the communication distance of a robot is greater than or
equal to the maximum distance of the robot can travel in one
planning phase, one of them should find a solution which gives
higher utility and inform the robot about this solution. Since
robots agree on a solution on when all neighboring robots
maximize their utility with a solution consistent with each
other, the robot which is located on suboptimal position would
not agree on the given solution, which is a contradiction.
Lemma 2: If the the maximum hop count is p in the group,
after at most p iteration, all robots find the same solution, i.e.,
S1=S2=. . . =Sn where n is the size of the group.
Proof: Initially the neighbors have different views of the
environment resulting different solutions for each neighbor.
Our algorithm iterates until all robots have the same solution
as their neighbors. It is clear from our solution formulation
that if two robots have same state information, they will find
the same solution. So if we show that in the worst case all
the robots in a group share the same information, we also
show that they have the same solution. Now assume a base
case where there are only two robots, r1 and r2. If they have
the different state information i.e., I1 6= I2 then they may
have different solution S1 6= S2. Once the robots find out they
have different solutions, they exchange their state information
and each of them will be aware of the other’s information,
i.e., A1 = {2} and A2 = {1}. Hence, after the first iteration
both will have the information I1 ∪ I2 and they both will find
the same solution as both will solve for F (I1 ∪ I2). Now
consider the case of a group of m robots where all of them
have the same solution, i.e., S1 = S2 = · · · = Sm and a
new robot rm+1 is introduced to the group. If the neighbors
of the rm+1 have a different solution, they will exchange all
their state information (including the information for the robots
in their awareness sets). This results in all the robots in the
neighborhood of rm+1 have the same awareness information
with rm+1, hence they will find the same solution as rm+1.
In the next iteration, these neighbors should propagate the
information from rm+1 to their neighbors which in turn will
update their solutions. This propagation continues until all
the robots receive information about rm+1. The number of
iterations depend on the maximum hop count p, which is m
in the worst case (where the robots are linearly placed). This
shows that after at most p iterations robots in a group of size
m + 1 finds the same solution.
Theorem 3: Solution of emergent approach converges to the
solution of the global optimization approach as the number of
iterations and information exchanges increases.
Proof: Lemma 2 shows that after p iteration, the each
robot in a group of size n will have the same solution as its
neighbors. Lemma 1 shows that if all the robots have the same
solution as their neighbors, it is the global optimum solution
returned by CGO. Hence in the worst case, after p iterations,
the robots’ solution reaches the global optimum solution.
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